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TO: 
ll?ROM: 
RE: 
RAMSEY COUNTY FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINING PROJECT 
H E M 0 
Those Interested in the Ramsey County Family Day Care Training Project 
(RCFDCTP) - A Demonstration (1973-74) 
Office of Career Development 
University of Minnesota 
Final Project Report 
The Ramsey County Family Day Care Training Project completed the last 
quarter of its demonstration phase in December of 1974. During that·final 
quarter, the project staff worked out of the Toys 'n Things Resource Center 
in St. Paul to establish itself in a community base that would be readily 
identifiable and accessible for family day care providers in Ramsey County. 
The attached final report of the RCFDCTP summarizes the objectives, 
components and special features of that demonstration project and provides 
a revieu of findings which document the training impact of the three experi-
mental components: the special courses and workshops, the paraprofessional 
Family Day Care 'Consultants~ and the Child Development Resource Center. Of 
special interest are the research findings identifying the characteristics 
of licensed caregivers in Ramsey County and the implications of these for 
training. 
Subsequent difficulties with ongoing funding of this community-based 
resource through the county welfare department underscore the importance of 
incorporating·auxiliary support and training staff and resources into the 
department through a contract for services. The contribution of the Family 
Day Care Consultants and the Toys 'n Things Resource Center, in our judgment, 
merit such funding support 7 as documented in this report. 
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RAMSEY COUNTY FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINING PROJECT 
FINAL REPORT 
January_!, 1973 to December 30, 1974 
INTRODUCTION 
In its two year demonstration program, the Ramsey County Family Day Care 
Training Project (RCFDCTP) enrolled 545 individual family day care providers 
. . . 1 . . 
in a range of training activities. This participation £inure represents 53% 
of the 937 licensed providers in this.urban county as:of May 1974. 
This high rate of participation by a homebound group (by the nature of 
· the child care service they perform and a general lack of mobility)--
unaccustomed to training opportunities with a "career. development" focus--
resulted from a number of strategies designed to make training ·attractive. 
Coincidentally, they were also designed to increase ~he awareness of family 
day care as an important community se~~c~ 9 thereby enhancing the status of 
the caregivers. Most often the family day care provider is regarded--and 
regards herself--as "just a babysitter·~rn · New evidence about the importance 
of the early years in a child's development has caused.-us to take a fresh 
look at the care of the young child. The increased incidence of .use of family 
day care, destined to continued growth with the increasing entry into the 
work force of women.with children under six, has focused much·needed attention 
on this heretofore invisible and generally prtvate and informal child care 
arrangement. 
Both the National Councils of Jewish and Negro Women reported studies in 
the 1960's which directed attention to family day care as a first choice for 
the majority of working women. 2 The introduction of Federal Interagency 
Guidelines and state licensing standards, followed by the.most recent innova-
tions of training and support services, are evidences of increasing attention· 
to this child care option. Professionals who have 'previously been.concerned 
1 
2 
It should be noted that all the participants were licensed caregivers 
recruited through cooperative arrangements with the county. Refer/to seven 
quarterly reports for 1973-74, the Year End Progress Report (February 1974), 
and the Interim Report and Recommendations for Ongoing Programming (July 1974) 
for other program information. 
Keyserling, Mary D. Windows on Day Care. National Council of Jewish Women: 
New York, 1972. 
/ 
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almost exclusively with group/center care are now directing their concerns to 
family day care. Notable among the .,researchers into this more intimate kirrd 
of care are Arthur Emlen and the staff of the Neighborhood Family Day Care 
System in Portland, 1 ·0regon} 
The use of training and support.services as means of upgrading quality 
of care have been the focus of the RCFDCTP. The Ramsey County Helfare Depart-
ment, through its licensing unit; joined with tlie University of Minnesota, 
through its Center for Urban & Regional Affairs, and the St. Paui Coordinated 
Child Care Council to obtain a Ti~_le IV-A. grant to increase th~ vis_ibility, 
appeal and quality of licensed c?re in Ramsey County. The project administra-
.. 
tion chart represents the connnunity/University interests, under the overall 
. . . 
sponsorship and support of the Ramsey c;?unty Welfare Department. Of special 
note is the intent to spin~off the project to a cormnunity base following the 
·. . . -
two year demonstration phase •. (See Chart, p. 3) , . 
Wit:11 an assist from a number of. concerned and conscientious.caregivers 
active in the Rams~y County Family Day Care Association and others:who joined 
. , . ' . . 
in as spec~al ~dvisors for program development~- the project undertoo_k the· .. 
activities outlined in this final ,report; with outcomes.and recommendations 
for ongoing programming as noted. 
Project Objectives and Components 
It was the overall purpose of the project to improve the quality of.· 
family day care offered to the chi1dren of working parents. 
The strategies to be-tested during the demonstration phase wer~ intended 
to. provide training and. education in child growth and development related to 
the family day care setting, and to int.reduce support services and _community 
resour~es to strengthen caregiving. These included: 
A. Training through a variety of modes--mass media (TV and radio).courses; 
workshops in the neighborhood; and in-home training i~ early_childhood educa-
. . . 
tio~, caregi~er · skills, parent/car.egiver relations, business/man~gement. skills, 
nutrition, health and safety: (as required by state sta~dards): . The range of 
. . 
training options are repor.ted. in t~e appendix; _with a chart. of participation 
rates.for each mode~ University .. credit and registration was made available; 
. ' . ,· . . 
neighborhood workshops were offered under the auspices of both the project and 
·3 
. Emlen1 ·Arthur c., with Alice H. Collins~ Betty A. Donoghue, Quentin D. 
Clarkson, and Eun,ice L •. Wati;;on.·. "Field _Study of the.Neighborhood .Family 
· Day Care System,11 An Annotated .List of Project Publications~ 1966-1973. 
Portland State Univers~ty:_. Port~and~ Oregon. 
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RAMSEY· COUNTY FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINING PROJECT .. 
Demonstration Phase. ~:- _1973 to 1974 . 
Organization Chart. 
RCWD - Prime Sponsor 
Pronram Contact: of FDC Licensing Unit : 
Greater St. Paul Coordinated 
Child Care Council - c~-sponsor 
University of.Minnesota 
co-sponsor 
/\ 
I Directtr · (4Cs) I Pro·ect Coordinator, Office of Career Develo ment 
I 
Director (Resource Center) I \ I Project Director 1 · 
\ 
.. I 
-----.. I Admin. Asst. 
1i 
Secretary/Librarian 
(1973 only) 
Field Hark 
Su ervisor 
\ Comm. 
. Resource 
Evaluator S ecialist 
Resource Center(s) 
&-Consultants 9 
Field Base 
I ! \ I (1974 only) Special Consultant 
· for Child Development 
/ I 
--f~--l. Famil Da Care Consultants 
·~ 
-~_-,.~, .. _. 
: . 's:., 
• . i~/· 
Follow-up Phase..:. 1975: 
Spin-Off to Community Base 
under sponsorship of 4Cs 
'\ 
OCD I 
I 
Graduate 
Students Secretar 
Provider Training & 
Consultant Training 
& Career Development 
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the Family Day Care Association, with technical assistance from the project; 
peer learning was supported through neighborhood group discussions led by 
graduate students and family day care consultants. 
B. The Family Day Care Consultant--a successful, experienced provider moving 
up the career .ladder to serve as a paraprofessional outreach worker, liaison 
between the Welfare Department, the project, the community, and .the provider 
population, to provide support services and input into the development of 
appropriate training modes and materials. Recruitment was directed to a multi-
ethnic staff willing to undertake a rigorous work/study program. Details are 
discussed under Special Features. 
C. Child Development Resource Centers--accessible to all Ramser County care-
givers, as a source of developmental toys and materials for loan and purchase, 
curriculum ideas, resource materials, a newsletter, and the loci of neighbor-
hood training~ and the office of paraprofessional staff. A main center with 
five neighborhood satellites were proposed. They were also to provide materials 
and training for day care centers and to thereby initiate linkages for future 
cooperation between centers and family day care homes. 
Characteristics of the Caregiver Population 
All of these components were designed to respond to the special character-
istics of the caregivers in family day care: 
--homebound with limited mobility and restricted time;. 
--various levels of education and experience, requiring a range of 
training modes; 
--cultural inhibitions to structured learning; 
--generally unconvinced of the value of training for what is considered 
a "natural ability," namely ~arenting. 
The characteristics which emerged in the project evaluation confirm the 
expected profile in a number of important ways: 
1) The caregivers on the average have a lower level of academic attain-
ment than the general female population in the state. That is, 50% of care-
givers have completed high school as compared to 60.5% of the general female 
population over 25 in the state. This indicates a.lesser commitment to formal 
education, at least historically. 
2) Far fewer of the caregivers who participated only in home-based 
training have been previously employed outside the home. That is, 53% of those 
in home-based training were employed previously outside the home as compared to 
93% of those who participated in a lot of activities. (For more comparisons on 
this variable, see the section on·evaluation.) 
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3) Far fewer of the·caregivers who participated.only in home-based 
training or not at all had a driver's license. 
These latter characteristics attest to the homebound orientation of many 
caregivers. ·For further information on the characteristics of participants 
and non-participa~ts in training, refer to the section on evaluation. Suffice 
it to say, at this-point, that the project evaluation, both formal (through 
the University's Measurement Services Center and the project·evaluator, a 
PhD candidate in Sociology) and informal (through many contacts with care-
givers in their homes, in group discussions, on ·field trips P etc.) provided 
essential ins.ights for- program design. ·· The· development· -6f training 
options was responsive to this continuing feedback.on training needs and 
interests~ based on those.character;l~tics.of caregivers which had an impact 
on participation in training •.. 
Special Features 
A. A New Career: 4 The Family Day Care Consultant 
1. Work/Study Components. 
The.unique aspe~t of. the project was _the introduction of the Family 
Day Care Consultant. A paraprofessioI\al at a. mid-career level (Associate of 
Arts Degree)~ the consultant.was·to be recruited from the successful family 
• '.' ,1 ·. ' . ' 
day care practitioner to:work under direct supervis;i.on of a Field Hork 
Coordinator in a work/study program (50-50) with a strong interdisciplinary 
·, ,t • 
focus of family_ social science, early child development, social work and 
communications. In addition to University course work, the study component 
included orientation to· the project and the licensing unit;' in-service 
training for-immediate skill devel9]?ment in interviewing 9 case records, 
inter-personalcommunications,,etc. It is s~ggested that in addition to at 
least three basic child development. courses, each consultant have supervised 
experience with young· children . in a very good program. . Based in the neighbor-
hood for.their field.work~ consultants were to provide a range of direct 
services to providers: 
4 ·. . 
Wattenberg, Esther. "The Family Day Care Consultant." Catalog 11101. 
ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education, University of Illinois: 
Urbana$ Illinois~ F~bruary 1974 •. (Project Coordinator~ RCFDCTP). 
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--serve.as a source of crisis intervention and referral through home 
visits 
--stimulate an enriched program for children in the family day care 
home by demonstrating use of materials, creative play, planning a 
day, .etc. 
--link group day care resources to family day care 
--gather data and assess the enierging needs of fdc providers for 
program developments · 
--undertake community activities to reach out to unlicensed homes 
--provide peer identity for providers to increaae self-esteem 
--relate to the welfare licensing unit as a community outreach staff 
2. Selection 
A multi-representational (including fdc providers) sub-committee of 
the project advisory committee was appo nted to select consultants from the 
60 applicants. In the first round, the following profile emerged for the 
nine selected:* 
--age: 26 to 42 
--experience: 6 in licensed day care, 2 with Head Start, 1 a Nursery 
School·Nurse 
--education: from incomplete high school to three years of college 
--economic status: from AFDC recipients to middle class professional 
--number of childrenf· 1 with no children,· others from 1 to· 7 children 
-:--ethnic groups: 7.white, 2 black 
--sex: all fexiiale 
*A tenth consultant was sought in the Mexican-American community. 
Several men were selected but each stayed with the project only a brief time. 
The female composition of the staff and the client population, the low salary, 
and the rigorous demands of a work/study p~ogram coupled with family and 
community commitments made it difficult to retain males. These latter factors 
also made it difficult to retain minority women, whose o~m community had few 
licensed providers, relying more on the informal neighborhood network for 
child care arrangements. 
3. Evolution of a Hew Career 
It is interesting to note that in the second round recruiting, less 
emphasis was placed on direct family day care experience, and more on any child 
care experience coupled with good communication skills, knowledge of community 
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resources~ the ability and interest to pursue acadetn1:,c course work wit~ a 
demanding· work/study schedule~ the ability to work with persons of varying 
' < • • •• • • • • ,·. • • • • • 
lifestyles and ~thnic group·s; _access to a car, and evide.n,ce. of leadership and 
. . . . .. . . . . : . . . 
. "coping" sk:Liis ·or stabil1t}Tj, as well as ~ practical approach to .. child rearing. 
I~ is 'ob~iou~ that after the fi~st six ~o ·n:in~ mon~~s of :·~bs~rvi~g t~e. develop-
ment of the FDC Consultant,.these more. precisely defined qualifications 
. •.... '.,... ·.·· . , ··.· . . . . . ' .... 
emerged as requirements for success in the consultant role. 
· They :represe~t-~ in fact~· ~n. explicati~n' of upward. mobility on a ca~eer 
. l~dderp :mo~ing from the ·adult-to~ch:f.l~ i~-ho~e· relatio~~h:lp' of family da;· care 
' " • • f ... : • • • • ~ • ~ • • ' • • 
to the wider community where. the c:onsultant role r_equires relating. adult-to-
adult, in a peer. ,r.elat.ion~hip with prof~s·s·i~n~l s.taff as l-rell as hom~bound 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' . ~.. . . - ·, . .. . . . . . ; 
caregivers. The ro~e further requ~es ·the sel'.lsitivity and .sldll_ to relate 
to a range of pers~ns fro~·~ariou~ ethnic and ~ocio-econ~mic ~r~ups; to 
utilize the P1:0fessional skills. of lie~p:Lng,_: confide~tialit~; .~ata gather~ng 
and record keepi~g; and of c~urse, to contribute to the upgr~ding of quality 
care ·•by. augmenting the -~hild .· developm~nt. knowl~dge . and expe~ti-~e ~~. the care-
giving population. And all oi this is . defined. as '. ~~parapr~fe~sio~l' ti . 
relating t~ the credentialing process arid'··not the indigenous and professional 
,· .. ·· .. :··. .· . '; . . ·. . . : . , . . 
expertise .required by the job. 
In all of the expected.· experimentation with the new role, three major 
. . . ·., ·. . . . i. : . '".. . . •. •. . 
functional areas emerge for the paraprofessional: 
• • • • • : ~. •• > • 
1) Consultant: worldng with FDC mothers to increase their skills and 
_competencies ·and c~pin~ ca~~cities as well as ~~ovid~g help i11_th~ leg~l and 
\ '.· . ·' . . . .. . . ·,.; ' .. ·.. . ., . '. ·. . . 
fiscal management of service. Information and referral are features, as.well 
-· . , . . .. . . .. . ... 
as support and intervention. 
2) Outreach worker': as a community· based "peer:1" the co_nst1ltant serves 
,·· •. ' '. 
as a "bridge" between the Welfare Department and the community, searching out 
probl.~s· arid p~~viding .. su~port t~- lic~nsed. ~nd ~-~licensed ·p~ovide~s ~hoµi the 
. , •' • • :_ ~ . . . ,· • • . .•• ' . '• • ·. ·;· . • • • l ,• . . •·. • . . . . • . . • .- • • • 
licensing staff are unable to reach in per so~ due to the pres_s of. licensing 
requirements. (The staf~ has ge~erally been ~bl~ to: ·make only one visit --~ 
y~ar ,t~ li~~~se<I' homes.) It requires an identity apart from the Welfare .. 
• • • • . • I • • • : • ~ ••• • • ' ·, : ; • 
b~reaucracy to enlist the· confidence of. the.pro~ider in a support relation-
ship, while at ih~ s~e ti~~ working in-~ coil~g~~l r~ther, tha~ an hierarc;hical 
relat~o~shi~ ~th li~e~sing s~af f.. · The, :un~~ue ~bil~ties ~f the pa~aprof~ssional • 
. '· ..... · .. : . .'.' ·.· ., " ... ., . . ' .· .·· . .· ,. . . .· . ;, . . . ; ' ·. ;' '' ' .. . ' 
with practical inside know-h~w :in the field,. and a b!lli;mce . o'f .. community identity 
witQ -~ig_h l~ve{h~p.ing skills~-· a~e priniaiy f~atures·. ~ ·A seconda}y effect is 
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heightening the attention~ to licensing· and•: its· benefits in :the community. 
· .. 3) • Teacher: includes a range of activit:i.e·s from bringing and demonstra-
ting play and learning equipment to the FDC home to direct interaction with 
the fdc provider to teach her how to influence a positive self~concept and 
enhance the child's nurturing erivironment. 
,In the Ramsey County project, the consultants always harbored a first 
choice of the consultant/support role. In their judgment, the maintenance 
of an identity apart from the bureaucracies.of ·welfare and the University 
gained them entry to family day·care homes. They suggest that an initial 
-home visit is necessary to establish a relationship and assess need? before 
. . 
other functions are even ~pproached in necessary follow-up visits, the number 
to be determined by the nature of the function involved~ 
,rn the second year of the project,- a stress was placed on the teacher 
role. A child development specialist was added to design·a home-based 
training series (see appendix f~r content) and to train consultants in its 
use. It was developed to respond to the newly instituted six-hour state 
training requirement~ and to reach that large group of providers who remain 
homebound and unwilling or unable to participate in the more outgoing training 
modes offered by.the project. 
llliile it is difficult to assess the cost-effectiveness of home-based 
training, involving a one-to-one interaction between trainer and provider 
whi~h is, of course~ less ·economical than the group setting, adaptations made. 
_in the Ramsey County model merit further experimentation. The in-home visits 
provide necessary support services befo:re-any t:raining can be effectively 
undertaken. The modules are designed for maximum flexibility, and after five 
in-home sessions·, the provider is encouraged and helped to join a group for 
the sixth session. This has been an effective way to draw the provider into 
a "community of providerss" relying thereafter on peer.le~rning and exchanges, 
or more formal training if that appeals. 
· For practical funding purposes, the maintenance of a paraprofessional 
staff dictates their assumption of tasks in the three major functional areas. 
In the further evolution of the role~ careful attention must be paid to a 
redefinition of professional and paraprofessional taskss and to their appro-
priate linkages~-both in:terms of.field tasks anci in terms of an articulated 
career ladder that permits true. upward mobility within the ~,elfare system. 
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4. Supervision as a Developmental Feature 
An important feature of an experimental program involving the 
evolution of a new mid-level career __ is close and strong superyision. To the 
Field Work Coordinator falls _the task of building confidence, capabilities_ 
and work habits and schedule within the goals of the funding proposal, goals 
which, of cou_rse, are. being modified to meet new~y identified needs. 
A majo~ity of the consultants had been accustomed to wo~king independently) 
in a familiar home environment where supervision, tough ac_ademic course work, 
tight sche~uling and travel tim~ were never factors to be reckoned with. 
Additionally, for all of them, serving in the.role of the nascent professional, 
moving about a metro-wide area, dealing with several confounding bureaucr_acies 
(the University and the Cou~ty Welfare Department), and being subject to 
supervision and direction _by.several layers of staff from the various project 
components, added to the:w~ll:-known demands of a work/stu~y program. 
It is essential -for the supervisor most directly, in consultation with 
, . . ~•. . ·. 
other staff, to resolve the inevitable conflicts which arise between the 
professional and paraprofessional staffs. It is not unexpected that the 
seasoned profe_ssi!)nal is naturally suspicioµs. of the "helping" capabilities 
of the novice who, it is feared, will abridge confidentiality with clients, 
' - . . . 
is unfamiliar with community resources and W:',.thout.formal skills in rel~ting 
to the client group. 
The role of ·. the field work supervisor as in-service trainer and modei can 
contribute to the resolution of these conflicts~ providing clear and continuing 
orientation to the project, and teaching immedi~tely needed· skills. Building a 
sense of group iden_tity, providing individual academic counseling, and a 
mature, stable approach to the resolution of problems will all serve to 
"professionalize" the new careerist. 
B. Training Incentives 
The. Ramsey County Welfare Departm_ent contr_ibuted vigorously to support of 
the program and to the encouragement of participat~on. In some cases, they 
referred licensees to training as a requirement for renewal of the license, 
where care service was considered marginal. Most ~ignificantly, they offered 
. . • ~ . . . L . 
a bonus payment of 50¢.per,child per day for. those.children supported by 
. ,. ~ 
Title IV-A funds. 
The project developed a 12-credit certificate, and held two awards 
ceremonies for public recognition of-academic achievement and demonstration of 
10 
quality care~ : , , 
The Family Day Care AssociatiQn was encouraged to develop capability in 
organizing and presenti~g workshops through technical assistanc~ from staff,· ' 
plus a small budget. They offered three Saturday morning ~orkshops on highly ·· 
relevant topics. Such strategie~ as car pooling, transportation with a 
consultant, and· gr'oup sessio11s in an apartment complex or accessible neighbor-
hood facility were used to increase participation. 
In 1974, the state introduced the requirement of six hours of training 
for licensed providers. While in the long term, this additional requi~ement 
in an already comple~c licensing procedure may discourage applicants, its 
immediate effect was to interest provid.ers, particularly the newly licensed, 
in accessible training opportunities. 
c. Increasing Community Awareness of Family Day Care 
In the·early stages, the project.achieved:visibility through several news-
paper articles in the major city paper, plus follow~-up reports in neighborhood 
papers. A user brochure ("Do ·You.,Haye tlie Information to Choose?") was · 
' ' produced and distributed largely,through the consultants in their contacts 
with schools 11 employers~ churches, employment agencies--all those ~roups in 
the community where questiqns about child care resources are raised. All of 
these activities served; incidentally, to enhance the status of family day 
care, to make it a more visible option, and to thereby add to the.self-esteem 
of the caregivers. The caregivers themselves joined with staff to. design a · 
booklet, "FDC: A Self Portrait," which.serves to enhance esteem and is:1 
indeed, a testimonial to their gr~wth through participation in the project· 
offerings. 
D. Media Developments 
In addition to the use of the media (TV and radio) for tra~ning as a means 
of achieving broad impact ldth a homebound population~ the use of slide/tapes 
. .. . . ~ . 
as a means of providing community information and training was considered an 
important additional strategy. With a grant from the University's Center for 
Urban & Regional Affairs (CURA), tno slide/tape shows were produced: 
"Caring for Children," a. history of day care in this country, the·current needs 
of worklng mothers for care, and the options in day care, with an emphasis on 
' ' ' 
family day care; and "Licensing: Boundaries for Child Care," discussing the 
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origins and responsibilities of child care regulations. These have been made 
available through the State Department of Public Welfare through_ its regi_onal 
representatives in every region of the state, and through the Child Development 
Resource Center (Te>ys .'Jl Th,ings) in St. Paul. 
E. Toymobile 
lfuen insufficient funding and staff caused the· closing of the satellite 
resource centers, forfeiting the important aspect of neighborh~od access-
ibility~ the Resource Center staff un~ertook th~ promotion of a toymobile. 
They secured funding support through the Council <>f Jewish_Womenj bought a 
used bus,and·i with the help· of volunteers and a trainer and the consultants, 
. . . . . ' 
have plans to use the toymobile in several innovative ways. They will not 
only stock the bus with '"toys_'n things" for loan, but will offer mobile 
training, and demonstration~ .with children of the creative uses of toys and 
materials. 
As with the resource centers, these concepts require a long period of 
fund raising to engender sufficient support to make the resources known and 
available in a large metropolitan community. 
F. Community Development 
Once again; program developments reveaied another need, and CURA funds 
were obtained to support the addition of a staff person as a Community 
Development Specialist. She dev~loped a roster of community resources for 
use by the consulta_nts~ assisted in the development of media and printed 
materials, and generally broadened community contacts for purposes of infor·-
mation and referral. 
Evaluation Reports 
In addition to the informal evaluation of project components from our 
various interactions with caregive~s, th~ project undertook three evaluation 
efforts to assess the effectiveness of various training modes: 1) a report 
of the participants in the first training offered, a TV credit course with 
neighborhood discussion groups by Darwin Hendel of the University's Measurement 
. 
Services Center; 2) an experiment in peer learning reported on by Jane 
Sherburne~ graduate student in Social Work; and 3) the project evaluation 
. . . . . . 
report by Darla Sanhofer, PhD candidate in Sociology, on staff as project 
evaluator~ 
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In the Hendel report, 5 the descriptive characteristics for 44 question~ 
naire respondents from the first TV course reveal this "model" of the day care 
provider in 'training: in her early 30s~ graduated from high school, with two 
. . 
children of her o,;-m~ taking care of children in her home for more than five 
years, licensed for 2-3 years,and usually caring for three other children in 
her home. Of these 44_,;vomen, 20 had some _type of education after high school, 
two had received 4-year college degrees, and two had not graduated from high 
school. The participants in this first course, therefore, represented a more 
. . 
educationally sophisticated group than the general.caregiver population which 
., 
later participated. This .i~ not surprising, since·the choice of training was 
electivei' and this· f_irst off.ering ·could be expected to "cream" those strong 
enough in their self~perceptions · to·• enro.11 in a university-based project. 
. . . . 
Comparisons of pr~-and post-test ·scores show a positive change in attitudes· 
on eight selected child care-concepts. Further study of actual changes in 
behavior with children is needed. We can conclude that TV is an effective 
training mode. 
Another of the· training modes, the peer learning project, was undertaken 
to field test ·these objectives. 6 
Primary: 
1. To discover if education level is a factor in the suitability of 
peer learning for family day care providers. 
2. To discover if peer learning is an incentive for unlicensed providers 
to acquire licenses. 
3. To discover if peer learning has an effect on the self-·image of 
the provider. 
Secondary: · 
1. To identify the neighborhood network process which matches users 
and providers. 
2 •. To identify neighborhood information sources. 
The three groups, led by two family day care consultants and the author 
of the report as group facilitators, were recruited by neighborhood from lists 
5uendel, DarwinD. "Preparing Children for the 21st Century: The Television 
Component of the Ramsey County Family Day Care Program." Measurement Services 
Center, University of Minnesota: Minneapolis, Minnesota, January 11, 1974. 
6 . Sherburne, 
Family Day 
:Uinnesota: 
Jane. "The Appropriateness of Peer Learning in the Training of 
Care Providers." Office of Career Development, University of 
Hinneapolis, Minnesota~ January .1975.' 
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_ of newly-licensed and relicens~d providers who had.not yet. had any .training. 
They participated voluntar.ily in ~his experiment, based on the' rationale that 
''resources exist among ·providers who possess a variety of backgrounds, 
experienc~s and interests ••• which offer an inexpensive and efficient training 
model." 
The group participants had these characteristics: 
Group I - 6* .Group II .:. 5 Group III - 6 
age 22 - 62 22 - 58 46 - 51 
average 32 38 48 
education· .3 high school 1 · - 8th grade. all high school 
years in day care· 
average 
special interests 
*number of participants 
in each group 
3_ some college 
1 14 
2 
4 
2 - high school. 
1 - college 
1 - post graduate 
2 -.16 
7 
4 
(centered around 
ethnic interests, 
such as Spanish,_ 
Jewishp etc.) 
graduates 
12 - 18 
15 
none 
The project results suggest this was a useful mode where women had 
developed special interests to share, or where they-were primarily interested 
_ in support and exchanges rather than formal training. -Factor·s of age and 
education level.were not.important in the choice of this option and~ indeed, 
the use of peer· le~rning acknowledges the skills and talents of the caregivers 
and complements th~. informal neighborhood-based nature of family day care. 
The self-esteem nieasures·,.administered before and after did show positive 
effect.s, anf the author c~ncluded tha~. "p·~~r groups of· family 'day care 
. . 
. . . . 
providers have the potential to enhance the quality· of c·are provided for 
children ••• Peer groups soften the resistance to training of many providers." 
The Sandhofer report7 describes a profile from the total training 
offerings,.a random sample of 120 licensed provid~rs: 30 high users of project 
7 '. . 
Sandhofer,. D<;1rla.~ Ramsey .County Family Day Care Training Project Evaluation 
onTra:ining Participation, 1974. 
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resources; 30 low users, 30 in home-based training, and 30 non-participants. 
She tested for some 29 variables? only six of which proved to have any signi-
ficant ~ifference among the four groups sampled. Among those that were not 
significant were age 1 . education,. family. income~ marital status, husband's 
occupation, home ownership', type of 4ome or number of rooms, and number of ot-m 
children. 
Among those variables where there are significant differences in the kind 
and amount of participation in training, .certain characteristics emerge which 
merit further comment: 
1. Possession of a driver's license: Those in home-based training and 
. non-participants were much less · likely to possess a driver's·· license 
(even though they may have had access to a car, a non-significant 
variable). · · 
2. Length of time licensed: Those licensed less than one year were more 
likely to be home·-·based or low participants. Those with greater than 
on~ year experience were likely to participate to a high degree or 
not at all. 
3. Lapses in care while maintaining a license: Those in home-based 
activities or no activities are more likely to have experienced 
lapses in care. 
4. Number of children in care: Participation outside the home was 
significantly related·to the number of children cared forj) with 
higher participation from those with more children. 
5. Day care mother's previous occupation: Substantially fewer partici-
pants in home-based training were.ever employed outside of the home. 
53% of home-based training participants were·employed outside as 
.compared to 93% of the high participation group, 83% of the non-
participants, and 78% of the low participation group. 
6. Use of the project Toy Resouz:ce Center: . Those who participated in 
out-of-home training were more likely to have visited the center, 
and to continue visiting it~ confirming their mobility as well as 
"outreach" interests. 
Observations 
As we suspected, mobility--or lack of it:~is a prime consideration for 
the homebound caregiver~ and must be consi~~red,-in any system of support and 
training. And the.lack of a driver's license, rather than the availability 
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_of a car~ seems to confirm a sense of-the caregiver's focus on remaining 
homebound. 
Various profiles within the caregiver-population·emerge from this data.· 
Those least interested in training or willing to participate only in home~based 
training ·are generally the most newly licensed 9 or those with lapses in care9 
those never employed o.utside the home, with fewer children in care and lack· of 
mobility. This portrays both the "novice" stage as well as the wonian whose 
caregiving service is unstable or sporadic, reflecting perhaps a shallow 
commitment to the enterprise. 
Of special interest is the divergence among those licensed for a longer• 
period of time9 who participated to a high degree or not at all~ representing 
two factions among the longer licensed: first 1 the "career development care-
giver" who.is interel:lted in all_kincis of· training and resources-Ca high 
participant) to add to her_ years of experience·and·to her considerable skills 
and sense of confidence which has prompted her to care for more children.· 
Not~ the high correlation to p~evious work experience: outside of the home. 
Second~ there is the experienced ·caregive·r who feels training is an· intrusion 
and an insult when she has already demonstrated her'riurturingcapabilities 
through her years of child rearing. 
General Observations 
1. Family day care is obviously here to stay, and represents a substantial 
part of a day care system, with necessary linkages to centers and other child 
care resources. 
2. Issues in licensing of family day care~ essentially an informal 
neighborhood system resistant to regulation~ are very complex~ begging for 
further examination and'resolution. 
3. Welfare staff are chiefly involved in recruitment~ selection 9 and 
licensing~ with little time for the provision of essential support services 
and training. 
4. The expectations of users and providers in this transaction are in 
need of clarification~ and greater attention of training resources should be 
directed to the user/provider relationship. 
5. The development of satellite resource centers to support the neighbor-
hood concept requires long term development not possible within a two year 
demonstration project. 
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6. There is no simple formula for provider training. A training program 
must include variety to appeal not only to this very heterogeneous population1 
but to unlicensed caregivers and par,entss and should include peer support and 
linkages to _centers and a wealth of community resources. 
7. A c~ntral focus should be that_ of raising the·_ low self-concept of the 
caregivers which requires community education about this previously invisible 
option of care, as well as education of parents about the importance of the 
early ye_ars in the development of the child. User sophistication, after all, 
lvill be the determinant of quality care. The service will be only as good as 
the user will demand. 
Recommendations 
1. There needs to' be a sustained development of day care systems which 
will place the needs of the child first~ and will provide flexible and 
appropriate options. 
2. Augmenting of welfare staff. ~~ith p_araprof essionals is an important 
contribution to· family day care. The parap_rof~ssi<:>n~l needs a. separate 
identity and accessibility-in the communitys but should share roles with 
professional staff for mutual benefit of staff and client groups. _Their 
attachment to the Welfare Department on a contract; for services is essential 
for their ongoing funding support. One of the primary services paraprofes~ 
sionals.can provide is an improved matching network between users and providers 
of care. 
3. Providers can make an invaluable contribution to the design and 
delivery of a training program and should be ~ncluded in th_e planning stages. 
4. The value of a toy resource center for family day care is enhanced 
when the center also provides training and'related materials and demonstrates 
their uses with children. 
APPENDIX 1 
RAMSEY COUNTY FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINI~G PROJECT 
Staff List 
Esther Wattenberg, Project Coordinator 
Sally Flax, Administrative Assistant 
Kathleen McNellis, Project Director 
Nancy Hagg~ Assistant Director 
David Allen, Director, Resource Center 
Sally Kilmer, Child Development Specialist 
Darla Sandhofer, Project Evaluator 
Field Work Coordinators 
Nancy Brierley (1973) 
Emily Berndt (Summer~ 1974) 
Mary Eldridge (Fall, 1974) 
Family Day Care Consultants (First Year Only) 
Ignacio Briseno 
Lynda Cramer 
Joanne McGibbon 
Lillian Mizelle 
Felipe Ramirez 
Martha Tolefree 
Family Day Care Consultants (Ongoing) 
Ruth Bartling 
Diane Miller -Bauer 
Billie Carter 
Gertrude Donaby 
Janice Peroutka 
Joanne Peterson 
Audrey Robertson 
Felicity Williams 
Graduate Students* 
Ronna Berezin 
Mary Pat Brygger 
Sue Gebelein 
Linda Klammer 
Mary Kramer Nelson 
Jane Sherburne 
*Other students from the Departments of Social Work, Family Social 
Science, and Child Development served for one quarter only as group 
discussion leaders. 
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FAMILY DAY CARE PROVIDER TRAINING PACKET* 
Rationale 
The training materials developed by the Ramsey County Family Day Care Training 
Project were designed to respond to the unique characteristics of the Family 
Day Caregiver population: 
1. extremely heterogeneous in terms of age, educational background and 
experience, requiring a range of training options; 
2. lack of mobility by the nature of the occupation and by the factor 
of lack of transportation and/or driver's license; 
3. cultural inhibitions to structured learning: the attitude that 
parenting is a "natural ability" not a learnable skill, as well as 
the choice of the traditional "mothering role" indicating an aversion 
to moving into the world outside the home. 
Content 
Training has been designed to provide information and skills in five primary 
areas: 
1. Child development: ages and stages of development, guidance of 
behavior~ creativity, uses of play, etc. 
2. Health, safety and nutrition. 
3. Activities: indoor and outdoor, including the use of field trips 
and providing a learning environment. 
4. Parent/caregiver relationss including the self--esteem of the care-
giver, initial pre--placement interview, and ongoing communications. 
5. The "business" of Family Day Care: contract, fee arrangements, tax 
exemptions, insurance, etc. 
Modes of Training 
TV and Radio: with neighborhood group discussion sessions led by Graduate 
Students in Social Work, Family Social Sciences, and Child Development, 
and by paraprofessional Family Day Care Consultants with experience in 
Family Day Care. 
Mixed Options: TV, lecture and discussioni and community-based workshops; 
field trips and toy workshops: use of learning theory applied to field 
trips and play; project workshops: Saturday morning sessions on Health 
and Safety, Nutrition, and Activities--Indoors and Outdoors; Independent 
Study with small group discussion and radio tapes; Family Day Care 
Association workshops: ·technical assistance from the project in planning 
and presenting three workshops by a county Family Day Care Association--
Communications, "A Day Without Children," and "What You've Always Wanted 
to Know About Day Care as a Business.~~ 
Home-based Training: in-home sessions with homebound Family Day Care mothers 
to provide supportive services and training options. 
*Funded by a 426 Child Welfare Training Grant from HEW/SRS to Ramsey County 
Welfare Board 1 in cooperation with the University of Minnesota and the 
St. Paul Coordinated Child Care Council, 1973-74. Administered by the 
Office of Career Development, Center for Urban & Regional Affairs, University 
of Minnesota, 1507 University Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, 
Phone (612) 373-3491. 
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PREPARING CHILDREN FOR THE 21st CENTURY* 
TV Course: · 11 week, 30-mlnu;te. e.ven.lng :tele.v.u.lon .6e!Liu. Ve.veloped 601t gene!t.al 
.&:ta,tewi.de. v-lew-lng public. a.nd .to pll.ov-ide. git.cup aJtea. meet.ing.6, cll6c.U6.6.lon and pe.e/l. 
exc.ha.nge. 601t Famll.y Va.y Ca1teg-lve,u. Mound TV c.onten:t. 
Outline of Course Lectures 
1. "The Future of the Future" - Several social observers and educators speculate 
as to life in the year 2000 and discuss characteristics (skills, abilities, 
attitudes, beliefs, values, competencies, orientations) which a child should 
have to prepare him for life in the 21st Century. 
2. "I'm Glad I'm Me" - The nature and importance of self-worth or self-esteem. 
How feelings of self-worth are built--in relationships with others, especially 
parents. Ways in which the child's view of himself are dimmed. 
3. "That's How I Feel" - The importance of "being in touch with one's feelings." 
How the capacity to feel and to identify and recognize one's feelings develops. 
4. "Walk a Mile in My Shoes" - The importance of being able to correctly interpret 
the attitudes and intentions of others, to perceive situations from others' 
standpoints. How understanding, sensitivity, and empathy are facilitated and. 
inhibited. 
5.. "And !. Did It!" - The meaning, nature and importance of creativity. The 
dimensions of creativity--imagination, curiosity~ innovativeness 9 flexibilityj 
fantasy, playfulness, spontaneity, originality.· Conditions for the development 
of creativity. · 
6. "Aware, I Am Alive" - The importance of awareness or perceptiveness. Ways of 
increasing· awareness, especially facilitating development of the five; senses. 
Aesthetic appreciation. 
7. "I Am My Brother's Brother" - The nature and effects of prejudice on victim 
and holder. The importance of tolerance. How prejudice or tolerance develop. 
8. "Let Me Do It" - Why children must learn to deal with the consequences of 
their acts and how they can become responsible persons. 
9. "We're All in This Together" - The meaning and nature of cooperation and 
democratic living. Row coop_eration is instilled and stimulated. 
10. • "I've Gotta Be Me" - Autonomy, 1,ts nature and importance; dimensions of 
autonomy--values 9 decision-making~ problem-solving, competence, adequacy, 
confidence, self-control, self-guidance, identity; conditions of developing 
autonomy. 
11. "How Far Can I Reach'l" - The nature of self-actualization--growth, becoming, 
maximization of potential--and its importance. How it is promoted or impeded. 
Requirements for Credit 
1. View the 11-part TV program. . 
2. Attend at least four of six discussion sessions. 
(continued) 
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3. Be resp~nsible for· readings distributed ·to supplement the .TV program~' 
4. Contribute a ·f:tnal "project" to be shared. with the group--a written paper,· a· 
tape recording, a weekly journal of· a child's behavior, sharing ideas·~rally; 
5. Five special seminars were held as optional meetings. Sample topics included: 
Discipline; Interracial Adoption and FDC Homes; Sex-Roles;- Parents Are People 1 
Too; and Parents as Teachers (movie). ··· · · · 
Sample .. Bibliography· , .. ·. 
. . ~ ' . 
1. "Family Life by the Year.2000" by Marjorie East in:Journal of Home Economics, 
Vol. 62~ No. 1? January 1970.' 
2. "Children React to Praise and·Criticism" by Haim G. Ginott; Ed. D. Adapted 
from Between-Parent and Child: New'Solutions to Old Problems. MacMillan 
Company: New York, 1969. 
3. ··"Mr. Rogers Tells .Ho~1 to Get Through t~ Children" by Fred Rogers in·,Family 
Circle, July 1972. 
. . . . -· . 
4. ''It Makes Me ·Feel -Bad Hhen .:You Call, Me 'Stinky'" by Mary Olsen from Young 
Children, ,the :Journal of the National Association for· the Education of Young 
Children, Vol XXVI~ No. 2? December. 1970. ·Pp. 120-122. 
5. "Are You Helping Your Child to_ Like Himself?"·.by Eda J. LeShan in. Parade~ 
Octoberl3i·l968 •. - ,,. 
6. . "Disci~line. Shouldn It be Demeani~g•~: by D~rothy Graves in PT~ Magazine 1. 
October 1969. 
' . . 
7 •. ''Adults. Needn't B~ 1 Arty'. to Foster Child's. Talent" from Today's Child, 
February 1969. 
8. "Vitamins. for Young-Minds'.'.by Frank-J •. Estvan from PTA Magazines January 1970 • 
. pp-. 6:-9 •• 
9. "Wanted:-,· A Dr. Spock for Black Mothers11 . by Jo~nne Dann .in New York ·Times 
Magazine. April 18, 197L 
10. Prejudice.and Your-.Child by Dr •. Kenneth _B. Clark. Beacon Press: Boston:., 1966. 
• ' , -. e a ,> • 
11. "The Question Every Black Parent Asks: 't-Jhat Shall I Tell My Child?" by Alvin 
F. Poussaint, ~.D. _and -J~mes- .p. Comer~ M.D. from Redbook 1 January _1971.. 
. . ,·' 
12~ "Is Aggression _Natura_l?II by James L_. H~es, Jr. in P?:A Ma~azine, October 1970. 
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. HHO' S TAKING CARE OF YOUR CHILD? 
RADIO COURSE: 10-11 week.6 61tom 11:15 a.m. to 12:00 noon~ Vevetoped .6pe.c.lulc.all.y 
noll. Family Vay CaJteglveJl.6 a.nd pltovUed glt.ou.p mee;tlng.6 a.nd all.ea wo!Lluhop-6. · 
. . 
Outline of Course Lectures 
l. "What Am I Doing Here?" - An exploration of:the expectations and relationships 
of those involved 0in Family Day Care. 
2. "How Can We Get It Together?" - Some ideas for planning time$ activities, and 
environment. 
3. "Why Don't You Just Go And Play?" - What play is and how learning occurs through 
play--the "rehearsal for life" in play. 
4. "Let's Pretend" - Ways in which entering into a child's imaginings can help 
you both through routine tasks ~nd routine _days. 
5. "Because I Said So!" - Alternative approaches to guiding behavior. 
6. "Ages and Stages: What ·rs 'Normal'?" - A look at the way children grow from 
infancy through early childhood. 
7. "What Does Learning Have To Do With Living?" - A discussion of learning as a 
continuous~ total experience. 
8. "Does It Matter If It's Different? 11 - Changing family patterns and relation...:. 
ships: what are the implications for me and mine - now?" 
9. "You Tell Us" - A response to your questions and concerns. Tell us what you 
want to hear. 
10. "S~ What?" - A wrap-up of all that went before - with further suggestions for 
application. 
Requirements for Credit 
1. Listen to the ·weekly broadcasts (or tapes of same). 
2. Read the supplementary material received by mail. 
3. Complete weekly workbook assignments. 
4. Attend five group meetings. 
5. Area workshops will, be offered during the quarter and are optional. 
6. Participant reaction to programming is encouraged to maintain flexibility. 
Sample Bibliography 
1. "What Can I'Do For'Each Child.in My Care?" by Pauline Crabb from Young Children; 
Journal of the National Association for the Education of Young Children, 
. March 1970. 
2, Music for Young Children prepared by Mrs. Emily Hayter) Day Nurseries Branch, 
Department of Public Welfare, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, Canada. 
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3. Work-Play Activity adapted from Project Head Start Daily Program III, OEO. 
4. ~•Free Play" by Jeanette. W. Galambos and adapted from "Organizing Free Play: 
A Program Manual and Study Guide, 11 Office of Child Development, U.S. Department 
of HEW, 1969. Pp. 5-9. 
5. '~Some Thoughts on. Creativity and Imagination" from In the Dreaming World of 
Children by Dr. Robert Bainbridge, University of California; from Imagination 
by Polly Mcvicker, National Association for the Education of Young Children, 
Washington~ D.C~, 1972; from "Literature, Creativity and Imagination" by 
Virginia Hamilton in the Journal of the Association for Childhood Education 
International, March 1973; and from Creativity for the Preschool Child by 
· Hulda Regehr Clark. 
6. "Let's Stop Confusing Discipline and Punishment" from the Newsmagazine for 
Today's Child, January 1963. 
7. "The Ripple Effect in Discipline" by Jacob S. Kounin and Paul V. Gump from 
Elementary School Journal, December 1958~ 
8. · "Attitude Development and Family Day Care" from A Handbook for Family Day Care 
Workers by Bridgeman, Goodroe, Horton, Scanlan, and Strain,, Demonstration and 
Research Center for Early Education, JFK.Center for Research on Education and 
· Human Development, George Peabody College for Teachers: Nashville, Tennessee, 
December 1971. Pp. 8-16. 
9. · "Serving School Age Children" from Child Development: Day Care for Serving 
School Age Children. Editors Cohen, Parker~ Host~ Richards. Office of Child 
Development" HEW Publication. Pp. 34-72. 
10. "Special Families: One-Parented and Blended" from Peoplemaking by Virginia 
Satir~ Science and Behavior Books~ Inc.: Palo Altoj California, 1972. 
11. "Conference Discussion: Working Mothers and the Development of Children" 
from Work in the Lives of Harried Homen. National Manpower Council, Proceedings 
of a Conference on Womanpower. Columbia University Press: New York, 1958. 
12. "Interpersonal Encounter and the 5 Levels.of Communication" from Why Am I 
Afraid to Tell You Who I Am? by John Powell, S.J., Argue Communications 
Company: Chicago, 1969. Pp. 50-62. 
13 •. "What Makes Tommy Run?" by Theodore s. Fremont from Early Years. February 1972. 
Pp. 46-50. 
14. "A Critical Look at Eight Propositions Concerning the Effects on Child 
Behavior of Disciplinary Techniques" from The Developmental Approach to 
Family Analysis, Vol. II, by.Joan Aldous. University of Georgia Press: 
Athens, 1974. 
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PARENTHOOD 
COMBINATION Lectu.Jte/V,il)c.u..6-6-lon, TV Lectwz.eJ.i, a.n.d Woic.,V.,hop.6 ILtlU.z.lng :topfu 
de.vdope.d .6pec.,lail..y fJOll. Fa.11iU.y Vay Ca1te. PJtov-ldeJU,. 
Outline of Course Sessions 
1. How Children Develop - Lecture/Discussion for small groups 
2. Mothers Alone Rearing Children:· Can They Be Adequate Parents? (Role 
identification for the single-parent child, development of sexuality, etc.) -
TV Lecture 
3. Fathers Alone: Can Fathers Mother? - TV Lecture 
4. Role Clarification: P~rents, Caregivers, Teachers and Foster Parents -
TV Lecture 
5. Children with Special Needs: The Gifted~ Hyperactive, Etc. How to Recognize? 
What Is !Torm.al? Evaluation of Problems - TV Lecture 
6. Family Styles and How They Affect Child Rearing: Variable Family Structures,· 
Extended Family~ Etc. - Lecture/Discussion for small groups 
7. Guiding Behavior - Lecture/Discussion for small groups 
Requirements for.Credit 
Final Exam for students taking course for credit. 
Text - Bernhardt, Carl. Being A Parent: Unchanging Values in a Changing World, 
edited by _David K. Bernhardt.• University of Toronto Press, 1970. 
Workshops 
· 1. Health~·-:; .. ~lµ.;tdren':s. i-llness~s;. :positive _health car:e--and practices;:-infant· care 
ari~ ileve1opment--:phY$.4c1:L. aijq:_.psycho;l,ogica1; _.de~taL,pygiene;- s_µfet;y exhib.:lt_s 
on typical.- dangerous .situat~ons in·,a,. home; 1::1.:terature· handouts .•. : Part;:LG·:l.pants 
incl~cl~p., (.a:n. M.D.' . tim".nurse~·; a ·denti-~t > :staff: members ·.~f: tpe Children Is ',,;,~.t. 
Ho spit.a( ·.,_nd th~: ~tate; }ie;,1lth p.epar:tment.:~- a~if ;~_evera.l,; ~c3:1µJly Day Carg·. :m9.ther·s. 
2. Nutrition - infant nutrition: g.eneral nutrition concepts; demonstra~ions of 
easily prepared foods; economical~ nutritious snacks for participants; litera-
ture handouts and recipes. Participants included representatives from the 
county's MIC (Mother-Infant Care) Program; the State Health Department; the 
Expanded Food and Nutrition Program from the Agricultural Extension Division 
of the University of Minnesota; and Family Day Care providers. 
3. Services for Children in the Community - general background on programs from 
the Wilder Child·Guidance Clinic~ St. Paul; explanation of Welfare Department 
services--AFDC~ food·stamps~ regulations; literature handouts regarding func-
.tions and services of the Welfare Department. 
4. Cultural Perspectives - events and exhibits of arts, crafts, clothing 9 games 
and pictures from different cultures. Indian dancers; Black drummers; Spanish-
American dancers; music, ornaments 5 movies and slides of Christmas customs 
from around the world. 
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMEN'r IN CHILDREN: LEARNING THROUGH ._EXPERIENCE 
A COMBINATION 3-CREDIT COURSE du.lgned 6oll. Fami.R.y Vay CMeg-lve.JL6 to -lntlt.oduee 
eoneep..U oo R.ea1uu.ng theo1r.y th!tough pfuy. The o-lei.d ;fJc.,lp component Wlt6 oooeJted 
jo-ln:tty to Vay CMe Cente/t .6.ta.60• The c.oWl..6e Wa.6 d,lv,lded -lnto 24 c.£a..6.6 hoU/r..6 and 
1.2 6-lel.d .tlup hoUM. Amvli.y pac.kw we1te p1r.epa1ted to hei.p WLu,tM;te c.oUIU> e 
mate/L.la-e..6 • 
An adap.tauon oo ·the c.oWl..6e Wa.6 pJte1>ented the oollowlng tJeall. w.lth ll.eo-lned and 
-lnteM-lo-led ma:teJUaiA and .6c.hedu.Ung. 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN: LEARNING Tim.OUGH EXPERIENCE consists of a series 
of seminars and toy workshops on how young children learn and the part that adults .. 
play in that learning. · 
A. Course Introduction: Course Mechanics; Learning through Experience; 
Introduction to Learning Theory; Field Trip Planning. · 
B. · Sensory and Perceptual Development: Development of Sensory and Perceptual 
Skills; Reinforcement of Sensory EJcperiences; Materials for Sensory and 
Perceptual Skill Development; Junk Toy Making Workshop. 
c. Concept Development:- Growth of Conceptual Ability; Conceptual Learning 
Through Experiences; Materials for Concept Development; Junk Toy Making 
Workshop. 
D. Communication: Learning of Communication Skills; Verbal and Non-Verbal 
Communication; Communicating Experiences; llaterials for Communications 
Development. 
E. Movement and Motor Development: Cognitive Learning Requires Motor 
Development; Development of Hotor Skills; Movement Activities Workshop. 
F. Creativity: Nurturing Creativity; A Creative Approach to Children's 
Experience. 
G,,, :Field. Trip /16': Theme and location is self-selected •.. This. class period; 
will be devoted to giving individual help to groups of students in final 
planning for their field trips. 
H. Final Exam (Optional) 
I. Feelings, Attitudes, and Values: "Why Are We Caring For Kids?" "What 
Are We Teaching Our Kids?" Feelings and Cognitive Development; the 
Values of Educational Materials. 
Course Requirements 
1. Attend eight classes. 
2. Complete the assigned readings. 
3. Apply the information and activities with the children you care for. 
4. Complete six brief reports showing how you have applied the information :fr:. 
from class to your care of children. 
5. Optional log .(required for a letter grade) of planning, development and 
execution of your field trip.· 
6. Optional final covering assigned readings and class discussions. 
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPME?tT IN CHILDREN: FIELD EXPERIENCE is a series of field trips 
for Child Care Workers and children to selected sites. Introductory sessions for 
each field trip include packets of materials· to use with'children before and.after 
the trip. Each course enrollee may.take up to five children qn.three required 
field tr;lps. · (There is a 60¢ cllarge per child for· each additional child or 
additional field trip.) .. 
. . 
A. Field Trip #1 - Como Park, Zoo.and Conservatory 
B. Field Trip #2 - University of Minnesota Farms 
C. Field Trip 113 . - Mi~ehaha Park 
D. Field Trip: 114 ··--- St. Paul. Riverfront 
E. Field Trip··f/5···- Dodge Nature Center 
F. Field Trip #6 - Self-selected 
G. St. Paul Arts and Science Center (R~iny day back-up) 
Course Requirements 
1. Attend four classes. 
2. Participate in two pre-planned and one self-designed field trip. 
3 •. Complete the assigned readings. 
4. Use the "before and after" activities from the field trip learning 
packages with the children you care for. 
5. Complete a brief report following each field trip explaining how you have 
used the material from readings~ class discussion and learning packages 
with -the ·children you care for. . . 
6. Optional log (required for a letter grade). 
7. Optional final. 
The two course components taken in combination involved a similar set of require-
ments der:i:v.ed;·fr,oin .both parts. 
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NHO AM I? 
CLASSROOM LECTURE/DISCUSSION: TluA c.oUIL6e g1c.ew oat o,6 a. lLequ.e&;t; by :the Family Va.y 
CaJr.e.gJ..ve/L6 .tha;t :they be. pltov-lded. tAJ.-i.:th a. c.oUIL6e :tha..t ooc.Med on :them M women na.tlieJL 
:than on :th.we. Jtote M Va.iJ Ca.Jc.e. p1tov.i.delL6 olL motheJv~. The· wome.n pa.Jc.:Uc..ipat.lvtg .ln 
:the. plLoje.c..t ha.d pJte.v-lo!L6R.y take.vi c.oUMe& .ln. c.h-Ud de.velopme.n,t,, paJr.en.:thood, and 
lte&OWl.C.e& . {JolL leaJr.nlng Oppo}(;t;uruti,e,& fiOlt c.ftildtten. 
Objectives of the Course 
1. To learn about and discuss pertinent issues of concern to Family Day Care 
mothers as women. 
2. To encourage self-examination in terms of women's roles and identity. 
3. To examine women's place in history, in society today and in the future. 
4. To examine the Family Day Care service as it relates to the broader concerns 
of women who provide or are users of.that service. 
Outline of the Course 
1. Wot1en in History 
2. Sex-role Stereotyping 
3. Assertiveness Training 
4. Women's Health Issues 
5. Women and . the Law 
6. Special Topics: Mental Health~ Chemical Dependency 
7. Women and Employment 
8. Day Care as a Service or a Business 
Resources included community people involved in the above areas~ slides and 
films; readings and music. 
Requirements for Credit 
Readings, paper or journal 
Sample Bibliography 
L Amundsen, Kirsten. The Silenced Majority. Prentice liall: Englewood Cliffs~ 
N.J., 1971. 
2~ Bird, Caroline. Born Female. D. McKay Co.: New Yorks 1968. 
3. Boston Women's Collectivej Our Bodies, Ourselves. Simon & Schuster: New York~ 
1970. 
4. Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs. Woman's Place. University of California Press: 
Berkeley, 1970. 
5 •. Friedan, Betty. The Feminine Mystique. Norton: New York, 1974. 
6. Huber, Joan, edt. Changing Women in a Changing Society. University of Chicago 
Press: Chicago, 1973. 
7. Y.anowitz, Leo. Women and the Law. University of New Mexico Press: Albuquerque, 
1969. 
8. Millett, Kate. Sexual Politics. Doubleday: Garden City, New York, 1970. 
9. ?!organ, Robin, comp. Sisterhood is powerful. Random House: New York, 1970. 
10. Roszak, Betty and Theodore, edts. Masculine/Feminine. Harper & Row: New York, 
1969. 
11. Scott, Anne Firer. The American Woman: Who Was She? Prentice Hall: Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., 1971. 
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TUE SPECIAL. CHILD 
rv· Course: 5 w~ek · .&eJt,lu · plteAented a,t 9: 30 :to 1 0: oo. p.m. on. WedneAda.y.6. Panel 
cli.6c.l.L6.6ion ooltma,t. ,i.nvolv,ing a. mode/la.:toh., .6pe.c.,i.a.£.,l6:t and/ Oh. c.ommun.lty Jr.e60Wtc.e 
_pe1i.um, . and, 06:ten, a. pa1ten.:t. ' · 
. ~ . '. ' ; 
Outline of Programs 
,, · ,1.· . ~'The Special Child. in the Family'' with Dr. Marvin Ack, Children's Health 
·service, ~nneapolis, Minnesota 
2. "The Special Child With a Hearing Loss" with Dr. Winnifred Northcott 
Consultant in Early Education for Low-Incidence Handicaps, State Department 
of Education, St. Paul, Minnesota 
3. "The Special Child With Behavior Problems" 'tdth Dr. Murray .Reed, Chief 
Psychologist of Wilder Child Guidance Center, St. Paul, Minnesota 
4. "The Special Child Who. Is Mentally Retarded".with Dr. Harriet Blodgett,.· 
Program Director for Sheltering .Arms;'·•Minneapolis, Minnesota 
' . i.· 
5. ",The Special Child Who Is Physically Ilandit:apped" with Dr. Judy Brown, 
· Special Education, Minneapolis Public Schools, Minneapolis~ Minnesota . 
.. 
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.RCFDCTP. HORKSHOPS 
SERIES oo 61l.ee oil. low-c.o.6:t WOJc.Mhop.& tipon6oll.e.d by :the. y.JJc.ojec.:t· :to enc.ounage Fam.U.y 
Vay CaJr.e. Pll.ov-i.deJU> :to .611a1r.e. :thwr. -i.deM and :to ac:Uvef.y exploll.e. -i.de.M and c.onc.ep:t.6 · 
6oll. p0-6.&-i.ble. u.1., e bt :thwr.. hom<?A. Ptt.e.-ll.eg-i.-6.tlta.,t,i,on WM u;UU,ze.d and 6ou11d :to be a. 
v.ia.bte. appll.oac.h :to woll.Mhop pa.ll.:tlc.-i.pa.ti.on. · 
I. Food Frolic 
Workshop Format; 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Fee of 50¢ per participant to 
cover cost of food preparation used in displays. Six continuous sessions,. 
films, displays, literature handouts 9 taste treats, speakers/demo!lstrators. · 
Topics and Speakers 
1. "Teaching Nutrition to Children" - Nutritionist, Community Health Care 
Center 
2. "Cultural & Traditional Sign;l.ficance of Food". - FDC Consultant 
3. "Importance·of Child Participation· & Suggestions for Activities".-
Community Design Center and YWCA staff members · · · 
4. "Relationship of Nutrition to the Early Years and Later Years''· -
Nutritionist~. Maternal"."Infant Care Program~ local· hospital staff' 
5. ''.Scientific Food Preparation" - Instructor~ Food Science & Nutrition, 
University of Minnesota . 
6. "Marketing & Menu Planning" - Nutritionist~ University Extension Service 
Srunple· D:f.splay Materials 
1. "The Good for Me Cookbook" by I<aren Croft 
2. •·"Nutrition & Feeding of Infants & Children Under Three in Group, Day. 
· Care" from the U.S. Department of Health;· Ed~cation & Welfare 
3. "The ABC's of Menu Planning" from .the .. ~aft._Corporation 
II. 'J;he Wisdom of Wellness Awareness 
Workshop Format: 8:00 a.m~ to 12:00 noon, 'saturday. Guest spe~k~ra, films, 
group discussions. 
Topics and Speakers 
1. "Teaching Health to Children" - Pediatric Consultant ·.for Head Start from 
county hospital; staff members frpm Red Cross Youth and Health Programs 
2. "Preparing a. Health Environment" - Instructor, Center for Early Education 
and Development, University of Minnesota; Member~ Family Day Care 
Association 
3. "First Aid" - Professional Rescue Instructor of State Red Cross 
4. "Keeping Your Teeth--Dental Care for Children" - D.D.S. 
5. "Cultural Approaches to Health" - staff members of community cultural 
programs 
6. "Myths and Realities of Children's Health" - M.D. 
III. Activities: Indoors & Outdoors 
Workshop Format: 9:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., Saturday. Seven sessions, films 
(in case of rain), literature handouts, displays of materials and books, 
speakers/demonstrators. · 
. . 
, .;;' 11 - · 
Topics and Speakers 
1. . "Movement: Indoors and Outdoors" - Staff from JWCA _ _ 
2. "Plants" - staff person t'rom.Horticultt1re, University of 
3. '~Storytelling" - Minneapolis Public Schools 
4. "Music" - staff person from University Extension. _ 
5. "Creative Dramatics" - Children's.Theatre 
6. "Crafts" ..:,,Family Day Care Provider· 
7. "Puppetry" - Family ·Day Care' :Prov~de·r 
Sample of Display Materials 
1. ·Outdoor Equipment for Group Day Care Programs 
2. Recipes; cookbooks 
3 •· Storytelling with flannel ~cia:_:i:.'ds _. 
Minnesota Extension 
·• The noUow-lng wo1L,fi6hop1, ·w~e . .sponi,01te.d b; the Ro.nUiey ·Cowi:t:y Fain~y Va.y Ca1te 
Ai,i,oci.atiol1 VJ-Uh t.e.c.hiuc.al M-&i6:ta.nc.e. oil.om the:·Ra.m.sey Comity Family Va.y Call.e 
Tnai.n,i,ng Pll.o j ec.t. · · .,_ · · · · 
IV. A Day Without Children 
Workshop Format: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Saturday. Guest speakers, 
displays, group discussions, provider participatiQn. 
' • • ; •• .-, < ; ' • • .- : ~ ••• • • : • • •• ~ •• • ; : 
Topics and Speakers -
1.,'·.' 
1. "Ney1 State Standards" - Direc~or of Licensing~, State_ Department of Public Welfare.'._ 
2. "Parent-Family Day Care;Relationships"· -panel of Family Day Cere providers. 
3. ''Income Tax for Family Ilay Care Mothers" ::- Staff persori from the Internal 
Revenue Service · -·- · 
4. "Children: The Challenge" - Doctor from the Adler .Institute 
Sample Display Materials· 
1. Homemade crafts and toys by Family Day Care mothers. 
2. Toys and creative materials ,from Toys 'n T~ings.Resource Center~ St. Paul. 
V. "What You've Always.:wa'nted to Know. About. Day Care as a Business - But Didn't 
Know Who to ·Ask" 
Workshop Format: 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, Saturd~y~ Guest speakers; group, 
discussions; child care provided. 
Topics and Speakers 
1. "Welfare: Questions and Answers" - Staff from County Welfare Department. 
2. "How to_ Run Y:our Day Care Bus.iness~' - -Experienced providers and a Family 
Day Care· Consultant. - -
3. "Internal Revenue Service and Family Day Care Deductions" - Staff person 
· - from ·the Internal Revenue Service. · · · · · · · 
Sample Haterials 
A packet of tax·· information wai:( designed to relate specifically to Family Day 
Care as a business and covered all aspects of completing federal and state 
income tax forms in addition to tips on record-keeping in Family Day Care. 
• w 
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VI. Communications Workshop 
·'· •.:.·.•. 
Workshop Format:· .. 9:00 a.m.· ·to 12:30."p•.m·. __ , Sabirda,y •.. Guest sp~akers,. displays, 
group discussiqn,s, free _chi;l.d -c~re_ provi:ded·. . . . . 
• '• • • :- • •· ~~ : :•. • ... , •.: '~ •, ' _;_ ~_., - •• OHO O 0 
Topics and Sp.eakers r,, • • , • .: ··'·· .. 
· ... •.·· 
.. . : " ... 
1. 
2. 
"Developing Self-Esteem· in--Y~µnfi ... c_liiidren" .":'· .forme~ .eiem~ntary teacher 
who is presently an elem~ntary -school· counse:t~.r. • .... 
"Transactional Analysis and How It Pertains.to Day Care" - Family Day 
Care provider. 
Sample Display Materials· · '. .;·1;_:_'.;' .·· .• ·,. 
. ~ . . 
-· •·,•'· 
·- .; . . . 
1. Homemade crafts by day care parentsand~h:i,ldren,fot::viewing:and :sale.· 
2. American Red Cross display on childhood diseases. · 
3. Council for Coordinated Child Care display on child care programming • 
. 4~. ·','Creative Care",-_. han~bpok ~n Fc1.mi:ty pay.,_Care· as a ,bbslness _from the ~amily 
... ·Day- Care Asso¢iat;iori Wo.rksh~p :¢o~it_tee;,;.: ',Ror 'sa,le:: ;:.25¢0·.eac4. ·, . -- · _ _<, ... 
5. Toys from Toys · 'n Things Resource Center r St. Paul. · •" 
.. f. ;•. 
Sample Bibliography for Workshops 
Safety 
1. 
I,·• 
Playing Safe in''Toyland, United Stat~s··n~part~~nt·-of Health, Education & 
Welfare, Public Health Service, Food and Drug A~~~nistration; 5600 Fishers 
Fire 
;: _._ ... 
;Lane, Rockville, Marylaiid. -20852. · ..... · · ·• · ·· 
•-- ·'.'. '. 
. 2. 
· Yoti're':i3~bysitting' ~~d Ai1 1 s ·we1i't-1he~.-•• ~~- .Ameri~~n Insurance Association, 
· ~20 South 1:,!iSal~e ~~t'eet,. .Chicago, Illi~ois .. 60608 ;: . · . 
,3. Ea~ter :s~~1· Hotne: Saf~ty c~~cklis~·~:.:~02j ~est'Ogde~ Averiti~,, Chicago, 
Illinois 60612. . , · · ···: : ~ : 
4. 
. . . . .- . . • : ' . . :, _: j 
When Teenagers Take·care of Children, U.S. Department of Health, Education 
& Welfare, Office of Child Development,. Wa_s_~~ng1:_Qn_~- _D.C. 
Prevention .... , . . . , ; :.. , ··· ·, · · _-: ·. =· .. ,.L ._.:: _' ..• ·. ,-.· .• 
_5.. Get the Walk Around Habit;,· National: Fire Protection Association, . 
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, }Jassachusetts 02210. 
6 •. ABCD 'speiis· Fire·, Under~ite~~·· L~bo~at:'~~·1e's, Inc., 207 Ohio'; Street East, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 
. :· 
..... ,.. . .. , 
Immunization' · · · · ·· · · .. . , . .--: ... 
7. Every Child Over Two Months Old Ne~cis Health 
Department of Health. 
Shots from your State 
Mental Health - , · •· , ., 
8. Leisufe·T~~, The.Equitable ·t1fe Instirance ·society of the U~ited States. 
393 "'."., 7th Avenue, Mew York, New Yo,r~_- · · · · '; · :: ,- · ·, -· . · · . · 
9. · The Mind In' Si6'k~es's'~nl'in·Health, .Joh~ Hancock Mtitual-L;f.f~ Insu~ance 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts. - · · · ·· · · · 
-10. Jealousy, What Can I Do About It? Information Servi~es Division of the 
DeP.artment of ~at!-~n~.l.Health.an~.:l1e:Lfare,. OttQ:wa," Canada • 
. : .. ~- . .· . . . . . . .. 
. . . . .. :j•:~ :.-··~ - :<~, :•.: .. • .. ·, .• 
' .. :. ·: •.• .. ::· 
~ ·,~ .. ··• 
.. ·. ;_· •~:-
' 
r 
, 
. 
. . 
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. 
Dental Health 
11. Diet and Dental Health, American Dental Association, 211 East Chicago 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 
· 12. · Teaching Dental Heal th. in. Kindergarten and Primary Grades, Professional . 
Services Division.of·the Proctor andGamble Company; Cincinnati, Ohio. 
,. 
Consumer Information . 
13. Choosing Toys for Children of All Ages, American Toy Institute, Inc • 
. 200 Fifth'Avenue, New York,.New.York 10010. · 
. . . . . 
. 14. First Facts About Drugs, U.S. Department of Health, Education &.Welfare, 
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852. 
15. We Want You to Know About Medicines Without Prescriptions, U.S. Government 
Printing Office~ Hash~ngton,D.C. 20492. 
16. Consumer Product Information, Public Documents Distribution Center, 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009. · 
Maternal-Infant .Care . 
17 •. Your Child From 1 to 6, U.S.'. Department of Health, Education & Welfare, 
Office of Child Development·, Washington, ·D~C. 
18. Preparing for Childbearing, Maternity· Center As_sociation, 48 East 92nd 
Street, .. New York, New ·York ·10028. · 
. . PEER -lEARMING . 
·-' . A. PILOT PROJECT ·011 The. Appitopll.,i.at:e.;te.&.6 o0 Pee!t Le.a1t11,i,i9 in 'the Pr.a.bung o~ Family 
· .. Vay Call.e P1wv.i.deAf. deve,f.oped by Jane She1tbwu1.e, GJta.dua..te ·Stu.dent .ln Soc.-i.at t'101tk; 
· Spec-ia..e.: P1tojec.:t6. . 
. · This project grew from the assumption that resources exist among Family Day 
Care proyiders who possess a variety of backgrounds, experiences and interests; and 
that there· is potential for a valuable exchange of ideas and knowledge in a peer · 
training model. Objectives of the project included: · ·· •· . · · . 
1 •. to discover if education level is a factor.in the .suitability.of peer 
learning for FDC providers;· · · · · · 
2. to discover. if peer learning is an incentive for unlicensed providers 
to acquire licenses; 
3 .•. to _discover if peer learning has an effect on the self-image of the 
provider. . .· . . . 
Three groups of ·six · to eight newly licens.ed a~d ·relicensed Family Day Care . 
providers who had._ not received ·training met wi·th a group facili_tat::or, determining 
their Ol-m schedules·~. interests and needs. Each group determined its own topics for 
six training sessions. Topics·chosen varied from the effects of divorce on children 
to.easy-to-make developmental toys using'common household objects. 
· The Social·Work graduate student who-initiated the pilot. project and two Family. 
. Day.Care Consultants well-versed in group.dynamics served-as-group facilitators. 
They were seen as support and .resource persons$ with their· .role· as enabling rather 
than training. In fact, the focus of the·projec·t soon changed from peer training 
. to peer support~ as it was fc,und that peer groups were not' necessarily training . 
vehicles~ although they are most likely to be _if group members have diverse back-
grounds ~nd/or interes~s and have become providers after the institution of training 
requirements. (It is the existence of special interests and not education level 
which is the critical variable.) s·elf-este_em was affirmed or increased in the peer 
group experience. . 
· Through the peer groups, the pro.ject was also able to investigate the neighbor-
hood network process which matches users and providers and to identify neighborhood 
information sources. 
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HOME BASED TRAINING 
Th!c.ou.gh :t.he lie/1.v,lc.u oo :t.he n.e.u1 pall.a.p!tooe6li,lonal Fa.m,U,y Va.y Ca.tz.e CoMu.Ua.n:t.p home 
bMed tJuu.n.,ln.g tlXl..6 du,lgn.ed :t.o pltov,lde. 1.iuppo/t.tlve J.i e/1.V,foe6 a.n.d .tltain.,ln.g op.tlon.6 
oOJt homebound Family Va.y Ca.tz.eg,lve/1.l, who We/1.e wiw.llU.n.g alt una.ble :t.o pa/t.tlc.,lpa;te 
~-- . 
,l11 o:t.he/1. modu a.n.d floJr. newly ¼eMed c.a.tz.eg,lve/1.J.,. F,lve b1.-home '->e6li,lo~5 a.n.d one 
g1toup .6e6liMn deatt w-lth ,lden..tlo,led ,i,J.,1.,ue.1, 06 c.onc.e/1.n. :t.o FVC mo:t.heJ1.J., a.nd enc.oUll.a.ged 
:t.hem :t.o "move out.'' a.nd bec.ome aVXVLe o0 a.nd in:t.e11.u.ted in nelghbott,hood a.nd c.ommun,lty 
devei.opmen.U. 
UNITS 
1. Initial Home Training Visit (for Consultants) - to help discover needs of 
individual trainees in order to be better able to present later training 
materials. 
2. Individual Child Observation - to help caregivers become good observers of 
their children's behavior in order that they can provide children with oppor-
tunities for optimal growth and development. 
3. Health and Safety - to present basic health and safety concerns as set down 
in the State Standards. Includes Emergency Procedures; Care of a Sick Child; 
First Aid; Safety Checklist; Dental Health; Safe Use of Outdoor ~oys; Special 
Needs Children; Keeping the Child Healthy; Records and Reporting. 
4. Developmental Characteristics of Children and Suggested Activities - to help 
providers understand the normal sequence of development and general charac-
··· teristics of children at each age level in order to facilitate growth and 
development of each child they care for. 
5. Guidance Techniques - to present techniques for influencing children's behavior, 
identifying ways to affect children's behavior 1 establishing appropriate con-
structive behaviors~ and helping children develop control over their actions 
·which will enable them to function effectively in society. 
6. Outdoor Play - to increase caregivers' awareness of the importance of outdoor 
_play in the development of children and to stimulate caregivers to play and 
provide outdoor play experiences for children. 
7. Learning Environments - to help caregivers become more aware of the relation 
between children's development and the types of activities and interactions 
to which children are_exposed and putting such awareness into practical appli-
cation; to stimulate caregivers to provide more interesting and appropriate 
environments for learning; to understand different types and concepts of 
learning. 
8. Self-Concepts - to aid caregivers in helping children develop positive self-
concepts, to be interested, enthusiastic learnersj and to enjoy being with 
other people-..;.to feel "good" about themselves. 
9. Independent Study - to help providers develop a plan for studying a topic of 
their choice, such as language development; exceptional children; emotionally 
disturbed; mentally retarded; physically handicapped; infants; same age 
children; activities for children; _sex development; how to work with children. 
Suggu:ted 1t.eadb1.9J.i, W:t6 oo a.va.-Ua.b.ee ma;t~, 1.iamp.ee a.c..tlviliu, a.nd Jr.e6ouJtee 
liU9[3C',l,.tlon.6 a.tz.e a. oew 06 :t.he .6Upp£.emen.U plt.ovided 601c: Me tttl:th :the pWTialiy '. . < 
.tlta,ln.,lng un.,l:t.6 • · · 
' . 
APPENDIX 3, Page 1 
Participation of Licensed Providers* in the Ramsey County 
~amily Day Care Training Project (1973-74) 
COMPONENTS 
TRAINING: 
1) Specially Designed University Course Work 
"Preparing Children for the 21st Century" - TV 
Winter Quarters, -1973 and 1974 
"Who's Taking Care of Your Child?" - Radio and 
Independent Study 
Spring Quarters, 1973 and 1974 
"Cognitive Development in Children--Learning -: 
Through Experience"·- Toy workshops 
June to December, 1973 and 1974 
"Cognitive Development--Field Trips" 
Summer Quarterss 1973 and 1974 
"Parenthood" - Hixed TV, Lectures, Workshops 
Fall Quarter, 1973 
"Who Am I?" - Women's Concerns in Family Day 
Care - Fall Quarter, 1974 
2) Regular University Course Hork 
3) Course Work at Other Institutionss i.e. 
Voe-Tech, Community Colleges 
4) Workshops - Family Day Care Association 
"A Day Without Children" - November 3, 1973 
"What You've Always Wanted to Know About 
Day Care ••• " - September 28, 1974 
"Communications" - November 23, 1974 
Workshops - Family Day Care Training Project 
"The Wisdom of Hellness Awareness" - Health and 
Safety - Harch 30, 1974 
"Food Frolic" - Nutrition - Hay 4, 1974 
"Activities: Indoors and Outdoors" - June 1, 1974 
5) Environment Seminar - "Making the Best Uses of 
the Home Environment in Family Group Homes" 
August - October, 1974 
6) Home Based Training 
Completion of 6 home training topics .. ., 
(certificate awarded) 
Trainees in process 
Hithdrew 
TOTAL 
•~ r •~"" 
, 
'.,,,,,._. ·. 
HUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
Credit Audit Totals 
.-, -1 
102 
84 
33 
58 
43 
14 
10 
4 
17l• 
17 
20 
• 1 ~ 
60 
58 
30 
16 
3 
162 
142 
. 6. 
33_ 
88 
59 
17 
10 
4 
90 
70 
52 
51 
51 
76 
8 
211 
1130* 
APPENDIX 3, Page 2 
TRAINING (Continued): 
Special Note: A special non-credit~ 
5-part TV series on "The Special Child" 
was offered as training; however, no 
count of participation is available. 
September 25 to October 23~ 1974 
ACHIEVEMENTS: 
·12-credit certificate awarded (University) 
Completion of 9 University credits. 
Completion of 5-6 University credits 
Audited 2 or more University courses 
Completion of a total qf 3.2 University 
credits beyond the 12-credit certificate 
39 
8 
37 
31 
9 
APPENDIX 4 
USE OF THE RESOURCE CENTER TOY LIBRARY 
SATELLITE 
MAIN CENTER CENTERS TOTAL 
Users Toys, Users· Toys Users Toys 
April . 41 164 41 164 
.. 
Hay 65 234 65 234 
· June 60 213 60 213 
-._July, .73 220 1 4 74 224 ('I") 
August. .. ..... 103 252 6 16 109 268 . °' 
r-1 
September 73 246 8 22 81. · 268 
October 75 235 35 114 110 349 
November 64 230 27 81 91 311 
December 39 104 1 2 40 106 
January 32 81 32 81 
February 74 2li8. 74 248 
March 90 297 '2 6 92 303 
April 77 277 16 57 93 334 
May 44 172 13 .. 32 57 204 
June 
-81 269 
--t 
4 8 85 277 
.... July 99 328 0\ 
r-1 
·2 4 101 332 
August 36 161 3 13 39 , 174 
September 69 138 32. 89 101 227 
October 60 225 
--- 60 225 
November 66 254 66 254 
December 91 287 
.. --- 91 287 
Totals 1,41,2 49435 150 " 448 19562 59083 . 
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RAMSEY COUNTY FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINING PROJECT 
January~ 1973 fo:December, 1974 
CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF FAMILY DAY CARE CONSULTANTS 
(Mid-level Career in Child C?re in a 50-50 Work/Stu9y Program) 
Written January, 1973 
Revised July~ 1973 
1. In situations where applicants possess equal potential for the job~ priority 
will be given to the applicant with a successful background (preferably a mini-
mum of two years) as a licensed family day care provider. Previous applicants 
with high ratings shall be directly notified of the opening so that they will 
be aware they may make a re-application. , · 
2. Other applicants to be considered will be those with successful backgrounds_ 
in unlicensed family ·day care, in child care centers, community organization, 
child development or other related areas. · 
3. Of the 10 consultants, at least 3 shall be of a minority race or ethnic 
background. 
4. The following shall be considered by the selection committee: 
a) ability to do college work and an expressed intention to work an 
extended day. (The studying connected with the academic work will 
likely extend the work week to at least a 60-hour week.) 
b) ability to work with people from a variety of lifestyles .in a positive 
manner. 
c) emphasis on "one-to-one" relationship ability. Applicant should be 
outgoing, friendly, and able to make the family day care mother feel 
comfortable. · 
d) a current reference from the Ramsey County Welfare Department if the 
applicant is a licensed provider, as well as from parents who have recently 
used the home. If not licensed, there shall be a reference from the most 
recent empioyer. 
e) attitude towardworking parents. 
f) attitudes toward children and various child-rearing techniques; 
emphasis on a practical, down-to-earth approach to- family day care problems. 
g) emphasis on ability to organize groups, large and small; leadership 
ability; experience gained by applicant through PTA, Homemakers, Cub 
Scouts, or various organizations. 
h) an ability to maintain confidentiality. 
5-., The following is required of each consultant: 
a) access to·a,car for daily work. 
'·"-. 
b) a mecli&~l stat~ment from a physician that the applicant is capable of 
physically a~demotionally strenuous work. 
c) an expressed intention to work as a consultant for at least 12 months. 
·, 
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RAMSEY COUNTY-FAMILY DAY CARE TRAINING PROJECT 
(A joint project of the Ramsey County Welfare Department 
with" the Univ!;lrsity of Minnesota and the St. Paul. 4Cs) · 
Job Description for Family Day Care Consultant 
(a work/study position) 
Revised March, 1975 
The three levels of the Family Day Care Consultant position~~Traineei 
Consultant I and Consultant II--are marked by advancement in the areas of 
course work, field work, and increasing responsibility in community develop-
ment,·planning and organizing training, and developing relevant training 
materials.·· Supervision on all levels is provided by the Field Work Coordinator. 
Consultant Trainee .. 
Orienta.tion--anoverall project orientation to child care agencies, 
personnel, resources, and issues involved iri Family Day Care; 
--to the Welfare Department, including intake meetings for 
prospective Family Day Care providers and all aspects of 
the licensing procedure. 
.. 
Course Work-~child development; ·communications; the development of home-
based training materials (independent study option); and 
social wel_fare: the helping process, e.g. women 1 s issues, 
.mental health, political' process·es, .social services~ 
referral issues, societal background on the status of child 
care, etc. 
· Field Work --active part'icipation in a structured field experience in 
Family Day Care, Day Care Centers or other relevant child 
care facilities ·to observe and assist Consultants (II) with 
a designated caseload. · 
Requirements-evaluation at three-month intervals.· Promotion to the next 
level.requires: 
--minimu~ time of six·mo ths-•on- the ·job; 
--,,successfuLcompletion of all j'ob aspects; 
--minimum .of "C" or "P'' grade for a11 · course uork, audits not 
acceptable. 
Consultant r· 
Course Work--continued course work and independent study on home-based 
training and curriculum development, communications, social 
processes, child development~ and field work with children. 
Field Work --e..~tended field work experiences: responsibility for 
providing home-based training for a specified number 
(usually 3); assisting in planning, organizing and 
presenting group training; working with the Welfare 
Department Licensing Unit as time permits to become better 
acquainted with intal:e and licensing procedures; gaining 
experience with several types of project training offered 
to FDC providers, such as workshopsp field trip courses, 
group training with centers, the Resource Center, and 
the Toymobile. 
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--increasing in-depth experience•with community resources, 
such as the Family Day Care Association~ the 4Cs, etc. 
Requirements-Promotion to the next level requires: 
--minimum time of 18 months on the job; 
--minimum of 12 courses or equivalency at "C" or "P" grade 
or better for all course work; 
--successful completion of Consultant I job requirements. 
Consultant II 
Course Work--no required course work. It will be encouraged on the 
consultants' own time. 
--attend Consultant Training Sessions; 
--attend conferences, workshops, and professional meetings 
to up-date knowledge and obtain resources. 
Field Work --contact all newly licensed and relicensed providers in a 
specified area and aid in determining the needs of each; 
--provide appropriate training options (home-based training, 
group training, independent study) and relevant training 
materials as needed; 
--develop training materials jointlywith the Field Work 
Coordinator; 
--help develop and pat'ticipate in suitable internships, 
i.e. as liaison person with the Licensing Unit's intake 
process, as scheduling coordinator for the Toymobile, as 
· administrative assistant concerned with internal functioning 
of the Resource Center, etc. 
Requirements-If a Consultant·II completes a Degree programj a merit 
salary increase will be given." 
APPENDIX 6 
CHILD CARE WORKER - PARAPROFESSIONAL 
Proposed Curriculum leadin3 to an AA (Associate of Arts, General College) or 
ALA (Associate of Liberal Arts in the College of Liberal Arts): 
Work/Study Program 
Orientation 2 credits 
Field Work and Seminars 15 credits 
Special Topics 8 credits 
Core Curriculum 15 credits 
Related Course Work 30 credits 
Electives 20 credits 
90 credits 
Purpose. With approximately half-time in the field and half-time in academic 
experiences, this curriculum will enable participants to acquire an under--
standing of child development, family and child-rearing patterns, and the 
intervention methods of social work. 
Special seminars will fuse the task-orientated, supervised field work with 
the theoretical and conceptual knowledge derived from ~oncurrent academic 
experience. 
Expected Competency Outcomes 
--skills related to the helping process--data-gatherings referral, 
objective observation and recording of behavior, assessment techniques. 
--skills relating to the consultative role --group dynami'cs, interviewing, 
teaching~ advising, program development. 
--skills relating to community coordination--developing a network of 
community resources. 
Core Curriculum will focus on an understanding of family day care resources 
as part of a child cat"e system, '<·11th course work in early childhood development, 
family studies~ and social work. Expected outcome in understandings: 
--chil4 growth and development--basic needs, application to family day 
care situation. 
--special needs children--referral issues, community resources. 
--learning theory--language development, play and environment. 
--cultural, ethnic, and class differences in child-rearing and family 
patterns. 
--the family--special attention to needs of working women/heads of 
households, sources of stress on family functions. 
Related Course Work will focus on personal growth and development along 
with the analytical and critical judgment needed for effective work in human 
services. Communication 2 Behavioral and Social Sciences, and Humanities will 
provide the choices for electives. 
In-service and Orientation will include: 
--policy and programs of day care--a survey of the field (licensing 
and standards 7 etc.) 
--family day care in the child care system. 
--community resources. 
--nutrition, first aid, child abuse, practical suggestions for working 
with children. 
From the in-service training, skills seminars, special topics, field 
experiences, and course work, it is expected that Family Day Care Consultants 
will achieve beginning ability to work with the several constituencies that 
are involved in this kind of child care resource: children, day care mothers, 
parents, Ramsey County professional staff, and community. resources. 

